
 

17 days discovering magnificent culture, history and the Persian garden 
 

Iran and the Legendary Silk Road by Private Train 

Journey through Iran, Uzbekistan & Turkmenistan with Jennie Churchill 

Tashkent I Samarkand I Bukhara I Merv I Ashgabat I Mashhad I Yazd I Isfahan I  
Shiraz I Pasargadae & Persepolis I Tehran 

 

16 September – 02 October 2017 

 

JOURNEYS THAT TAKE YOU TO FAR HORIZONS 



 

 

Our journey 
 

This exciting new 17 day itinerary combines the legendary Silk Road with an east to west traverse of 

Iran. Travelling throughout by private train, prepare to be overwhelmed by diverse and wonderfully rich 

cultures, centuries old history, extraordinarily beautiful architecture, ten UNESCO World Heritage sites, 

dramatic landscapes of lush oases, vast deserts and massive mountain ranges.  
 

And you will experience the joy of connecting with some of the warmest and most welcoming people 

you will ever meet.  
 

Our journey also presents a rare opportunity to discover the Persian garden with a tour leader who has 

a love of this part of the world and knowledge of gardens and design. The earliest Persian kings, driven 

by a vision of the garden as paradise, created magnificent green utopias that became inspiration for the 

greatest gardens in the world today.  

 

Your Tour Leader – Jennie Churchill 

Jennie can’t remember a time when she wasn’t passionate about animals 

and plants. A veterinarian and a gardener, she lived in an Edna Walling 

garden for over 30 years, inspiration for a gardening career that included a 

role as presenter on ABC TV’s Gardening Australia, co-author and co-

photographer of two books on Edna Walling and, most recently, Editor and 

co-author of The Royal Botanic Garden Sydney: The First 200 Years.  
 

An experienced tour leader, Jennie has led tours to some of the world’s 

great gardens, explored nature in the wild, and become immersed in the 

culture and history of exotic destinations such as Iran. She is thrilled to have 

the opportunity to share her fascination with this part of the world, her love 

of the Persian garden, the flora of the Middle East and especially, the 

incredible warmth of the people we will meet.  
 

Jennie’s other tour destinations have included Nepal, Antarctica, French, Italian and English gardens and, 

since 2013, Jennie has led tours to support the Foundation & Friends of the Botanic Gardens (Sydney) to 

Iran and Turkey, Galapagos and Ecuador, Iceland and St Petersburg and, in April 2017, she is escorting 

a group to South West USA. 

 

Journey West from Tashkent to Tehran 



 

 An exciting first time itinerary combining Iran, 

east to west, with the Silk Road 

 Unique combination of two comfortable private 

trains with 4 different categories: Orient Silk 

Road Express and Persian Explorer 

 Unforgettable immersion in centuries of 

Central Asian, Persian and Islamic history 

 Ten extraordinary UNESCO World Heritage 

Sites 

 Warm and welcoming people 

 Samarkand’s massive, mosaic-tiled Registan 

Square  

 Among Bukhara’s thousand monuments, 

experience its architectural masterpiece the 

Mire-e-Arab Madrasah 

 The ruins of Merv rising from the desert 

 Iran’s holiest city Mashhad 

 Wind towers of the desert city Yazd, 

stronghold of Zoroastrians 

 Five of the nine UNESCO World Heritage 

listed Persian Garden complexes 

 The vast Maidan of Isfahan, the world’s 

second largest Square 

 Shiraz, gentle city of poets and gardens 

 The magnificent ruins of Persepolis, once 

powerful capital of the world’s largest empire 

 Museums and palaces of Tehran 

 Markets, bazaars and traditional crafts 

including the making of silk fabric and carpets 

 

 

Highlights of Your Journey 

Summer Palace, Beijing, China 

Khiva, Uzbekistan 



 

 

Day 1 Sat 16 September Arrival in Tashkent 

Flight from your airport of departure to Tashkent, capital of 
Uzbekistan.  
Overnight: Grand Mir Hotel (or similar).  

Day 2 Sun 17 September Tashkent 

The green oasis of the Steppe, Tashkent is Central Asia’s 
hub. We traverse centuries: from the C16th Kukeldash 
Madrasah, Soviet-era architecture to contemporary 
Independence Square, the Amir Timur museum and 
Tashkent Metro’s beautiful artwork. Depending on the 
schedule, settle in for an evening performance at the famous 
Navoi Opera Theatre. Afterwards your private train Orient 
Silk Road Express departs for Samarkand.  
Overnight on board. Breakfast (B), lunch (L) and dinner (D)  

Day 3 Mon 18 September   Samarkand 

After breakfast we arrive in Samarkand, for centuries a 
powerful political, economic and cultural centre on the Silk 
Road. Founded in the C7th BC, this extraordinary city 
reached its peak during Amir Timur’s C14th rule. Discover 
magnificent Central Asian Islamic architecture: the huge 
Registan Square with its mosaics and blue-tiled domes, 
necropolis Shah-e-zende and the excavation sites of 
Afrosiab, the oldest existing evidence of this ancient city.  
Overnight: Hotel Registan Plaza (or similar). (BLD) 

Day 4 Tue 19 September Samarkand 

The ancient rural town of Urgut has one of Uzbekistan’s 
busiest and most traditional markets and the Chor-Chinor 
garden’s 1,000 year old trees. Back in Samarkand, there’s 
much more to discover: the observatory of Ulug Beg, C15th 
ruler and remarkable astronomer, the enormous Bibi 
Khanum Mosque and Timur’s resting place in the Gur Emir 
Mausoleum. In the evening, your train departs for Bukhara. 
Overnight on board. (BLD)  
 
Day 5 Wed 20 September Bukhara 

Journey through the red sands of the Kyzyl Kum desert to 

Bukhara, a fascinating city more than 2,500 years old. The 

UNESCO World Heritage-listed old city still boasts around 

one thousand monuments. We visit the Kaljan Minaret, 

Labi-Hauz Ensemble, the architectural masterpiece Mire-e-

Arab Madrasah, and the beautiful Samanid Mausoleum. 

The day ends with a tour through the massive earthen 

Fortress Ark and a dance performance in a madrasah. 

Overnight on board. (BLD) 

Day 6 Thu 21 September Merv 

Our train crosses into Turkmenistan, the somewhat 
mysterious and least visited country in Central Asia. 
Towards morning, we arrive at the UNESCO World Cultural 
Heritage Site of Merv. Once a glorious metropolis famous 
for its exports, scholars, culture and gardens, the city was 
destroyed in 1221 by Ghengis Khan’s son. Merv’s 
astounding remnants rise from the desert among ancient 
ruins: the Mausoleum of Sultan Sanjar, Kyz Kala Fortress 
and historic mud brick ice-houses. Late in the evening our 
train arrives in the capital of Turkmenistan, Ashgabat. 
Overnight: Hotel Ak Altyn (or similar). (BLD) 
 
Day 7 Fri 22 September Ashgabat and Nisa 

A morning drive takes us to the ancient city of Nisa, former 
flourishing capital of the Parthian state. Later, a guided tour 
of Ashgabat introduces this distinctive and rather bizarre 
modern-day capital. Hollywood meets Stalin in a rapidly 
transforming city flush with new-found oil wealth. Artefacts 
from Nisa and Merv in the National Museum provide further 
insight into a country where great science, art, architecture 
and spirituality countered an often-violent history.  
Overnight: Hotel Ak Altyn (or similar). (BLD) 
 
Day 8 Sat 23 September Mashhad 

After breakfast, a bus ride takes us across the border to 
Mashhad, Iran’s holiest and second-largest city. One of the 
seven holy sites of the Shiite Islam – and the only one in 
Iran – Mashhad is the site of the mausoleum of the eighth 
Shiite Imam, Ali ibn Musa ar-Reza. This beautiful and 
massive shrine complex, with its dazzling intricate blue 
tiles, gold domes, minarets and fountain-cooled courtyards, 
commemorates the AD 817 martyrdom of Imam Reza. 
Attracting around 20 million pilgrims each year, the shrine 
features one of Iran’s most comprehensive art collections.  
Overnight: Hotel Homa (or similar). (BLD) 

 Tour itinerary 



 

 

Day 9 Sun 24 September   To Yazd 
Around noon, we leave Mashhad on our private train, the 
Persian Explorer, and journey across the desert to Yazd. 
Overnight on board. (BLD) 
 

Day 10 Mon 25 September Yazd to Isfahan 

We arrive in Yazd, Iran’s most exciting desert city, early 
morning. Wedged between two deserts, Yazd is regarded 
by UNESCO as one of the oldest cities on earth. It is also 
the centre of Zoroastrianism in Iran. Yazd’s old, sun-dried 
mud brick city skyline is dominated by badgirs (wind 
towers), the tallest sitting in the UNESCO-listed Bagh-e 
Dolat Abad, described as ‘the quintessence of the Persian 
garden’. We visit the Zoroastrian fire temples and, rising 
from the desert just outside the city, former burial sites the 
Towers of Silence. A visit to the Yazd Water Museum 
explains the desert city’s Qanat water supply system. Back 
on board, we take lunch as we travel towards Isfahan.   
Overnight: Hotel Kowsar/Abbasi (or similar). (BLD) 
 

Day 11 Tue 26 September Kashan 

Often bypassed by tourists, Kashan is one of the most 
alluring destinations in Iran. A full day exploring this oasis 
city north of Isfahan includes the exquisitely decorated, 
turquoise and gold Sultan Amir Ahmad Bathhouse, the 
Tabatabei House, one of Kashan’s architecturally-
significant C19th merchant houses, and Bagh-e Fin, the 
oldest extant garden in Iran, its classic Persian design 
dating to the C16th rule of Shah Abbas 1.  
Overnight: 1x Hotel Kowsar/Abbasi (or similar). ( BLD) 
 

Day 12 Wed 27 September Isfahan 

Our time in this elegant jewel of ancient Persia centres on 
its heart – the vast, beautifully-proportioned, Savafid 
Dynasty Maidan or Imam Square, once the site of trading, 
assembling troops, polo games and celebrations. We visit a 
number of the monumental buildings bordering this 
UNESCO World Heritage Site: Masjed-e Imam (Imam 
Khomeini Mosque), the Ali Qapu Palace and its veranda 
overlooking the Square, and the Lotfullah Mosque, once a 
private mosque for the Safavid royal families. A short walk 
brings us to Chehel Sotun (Pavilion of Forty Pillars) with its 
huge reflecting pool, shady gardens and wonderful fresco 
museum. In the ancient historic centre we visit the Jameh 
Mosque, a stunning illustration of Iranian Islamic 
architecture over twelve centuries.  
Overnight: 1x on board. (BLD) 
 

Mogao Grottoes, Dunhuang, China Terracotta Warriors, Xian, China 
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Day 13 Thu 28 September Shiraz 

With the verses of much-loved poets Hafez and Sa’adi top of 
mind, a visit to Bagh-e Eram reminds us this is the city of the 
Persian paradise garden. The hustle and bustle of the Old 
Town Vakil bazaar is fun and entertaining (stock up on 
excellent Iranian saffron) and contrasts with the calm 
interiors of the elegant Nasir-al-Molk (Pink) Mosque. Its 
mesmerising decorations are more than matched by the 
dazzling mirrored tiles of the Shah Cheragh Mausoleum, the 
third most venerated pilgrimage site in Iran. 
Overnight: Chamran Grand Hotel (or similar). (BLD) 
 
Day 14 Fri 29 September Pasargadae & Persepolis 

At the site of his victories east of the great Zagros 
Mountains, the Persian King Cyrus the Great built his capital 
city of Pasargadae. I am Cyrus the King, an Achaemenian, 
states the inscriptions on pillars and reliefs of the audience 
hall of the Residence. The sprawling archaeological site, 
which includes the King’s mausoleum, also contains 
remnants of the garden he created at Pasargadae 2,500 
years ago. The oldest extant garden layout in the world, it 
can still be ‘read’ among the remains. We travel an hour by 
bus to our next destination, the magnificent ruins of 
Persepolis, founded by Darius 1 in the early years of the 
C6th BC. His Achaemenid empire was the largest the world 
had ever seen, extending from Egypt to Pakistan, with 
Persepolis its capital. The vast part-artificial platform above 
the plains holds an extraordinary complex of ruins, with royal 
palaces, reception halls, apartments, walls covered by 
sculpted friezes, gigantic winged bulls and monumental 
stairways – all burned and looted by the Greeks of Alexander 
the Great in 330 BC. Nearby is the impressive Naqsh-e-
Rostam necropolis of the Achaemenids. A short bus ride 
brings us to our private train, destination Tehran.   
Overnight on board. (BLD) 
 

Day 15 Sat 30 September Tehran 

Arriving in Tehran, we farewell our charming train staff before 
spending a day out of the busy city centre. First stop, a 
guided tour of the Iranian National Botanic Garden, with the 
Alborz Mountains as backdrop. The garden’s 150 hectares 
sit at 1300 metres, with different landscapes designed to 
represent Iran’s diverse flora. Just 40km to the north-east of 
Tehran city lies the Khojir National Park, one of the oldest 
protected areas in the world with stunning views to the 
stratovolcano Mount Damavand. Khojir is renowned for its 
high biodiversity and as an important base for migratory 
birds. Dinner will be served in the Milad Tower, the sixth 
tallest telecommunication tower in the world. 
Overnight: Hotel Laleh (or similar). (BLD) 
 
Day 16 Sun 1 October Tehran 

The Iranian capital is rich with museums. We explore the 
glories and excesses of the Qajar emperors in the lavish 
Golestan Palace and take a journey through history at the 
Archaeological Museum. A short walk away is the Glass and 
Ceramics Museum, with exhibits spanning centuries of 
workmanship by Iranian artisans.  The rest of the day is 
yours to enjoy. A visit to see the glittering collection of 
gemstones and jewellery at the Treasury of National Jewels 
is highly recommended, as is time spent in Park-e Laleh or 
another of Tehran’s beautiful parks. 
Overnight: Hotel Laleh (or similar). (BLD) 
 

Day 17 Mon 2 October End of journey 

Airport transfer for individual departure. 
 

 

 



 

  
Land Only*                                                 AUD 

Per person twin share                               $13,780 

Single supplement                                     $4,395 

*Land Only starts Tashkent and finishes in Tehran 
 

INCLUSIONS  

• 6 overnights on Private Train according to the 

booked category (Day 1-7 with Orient Silk Road 

Express; Day 8 – 15 Persian Explorer) 

• 10 overnights in hotels  

• All meals according to program (B = breakfast, L = 

lunch, D = dinner)  

• Full sightseeing program including all entrance fees 

as per the itinerary  

• Airport transfers arrival in Tashkent and departure 

from Tehran  

• Private air-conditioned coach for sightseeing side 

trips 

• Tour Leader Jennie Churchill 

• English-speaking Train Tour Director 

• Experienced local guides 

• Doctor on board  

• Gratuities 

• Visas for Iran, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan 

 

 

 

 

Grape Valley, Turpan, China 

 Tour Price and inclusions 



 

Aladdin Class 
 

Each Aladdin car has eight, two 
guest compartments with two 
lower berths (710mm x 1830mm). 
While Aladdin compartments are 
not large and overly luxurious, 
they are comfortable, with large 
windows and baggage space. A 
table sits in the middle, below the 
window. Travellers receive a 
bathing robe and shower utilities. 
Combined wash room and toilet 
compartments are located at both 
ends of each car with a shower 
located at one end. 
 

Orient Silk Road Express 

 
UPGRADE TO AN ENSUITE 

COMPARTMENT AVAILABLE 
ON REQUEST 

 



 

Persian Explorer 

Aladdin Class 
 

Aladdin compartments in 
these modern sleeping cars 
from the national Iran 
Railways have two 
comfortable lower beds 
(600mm x 1800mm), a table, 
two mirrors, individual air 
conditioning, various options 
for stowing luggage and one 
bathrobe. The Aladdin car has 
ten compartments with one 
shower facility, and combined 
toilet and washing facilities at 
both ends of each car.  
 

 
UPGRADE TO AN ENSUITE 

COMPARTMENT AVAILABLE 
ON REQUEST 

 



 

Tour Name:  Iran and the Legendary Silk Road by Private Train                                                 16 September – 02 October 2017  
 

First Passenger  

Title:    Surname (as shown in passport):    

First Name (as shown in passport):     Preferred First Name:    

Gender: □ MALE / □ FEMALE If sharing what would be your room preference? □ TWIN / □ DOUBLE 

Single supplement? □ YES / □ NO Do you require us to organise twin-share on your behalf? □ YES / □ NO  

Are you a smoker? □ YES / □ NO (Please note that Single Supplement will be payable if we are unable to arrange twin-share for you) 

Do you hold an Australian passport?  □ YES / □ NO If No, please state the nationality:    

Passport Number:       Date of issue:             /           /           Date of expiry:       /        /    

Date of birth:       / /  Place of issue:            Occupation:      

(Passport details are required for all tours travelling outside Australia)  
 

Second Passenger 

Title:    Surname (as shown in passport):    

First Name (as shown in passport):     Preferred First Name:    

Sex:  □ MALE / □ FEMALE If sharing what would be your room preference?  □ TWIN / □ DOUBLE 

Single supplement? □ YES / □ NO Do you require us to organise twin-share on your behalf?  □ YES / □ NO  

Are you a smoker?  □ YES / □ NO (Please note that Single Supplement will be payable if we are unable to arrange twin-share for you) 

Do you hold an Australian passport?  □ YES / □ NO If No, please state the nationality:    

Passport Number:       Date of issue:             /  /  Date of expiry:          /         /  

Date of birth:       / /  Place of issue:        Occupation:      

(Passport details are required for all tours travelling outside Australia) 
 

Passenger/s Contact Details 

Street Address:    

Suburb:     State:     Postcode:    

Postal Address:     State:     Postcode:    

Home Tel:     Work Tel:     Fax:    

Mobile No:     E-mail:     

 

Additional Travel 

If you require assistance with any add on travel arrangements pre or post tour, such as accommodation, or tours, please either attach 
relevant details or contact Opulent Journeys. 

 
 

Travel Insurance 

It is in your best interest and compulsory with our office for you to have adequate travel insurance for your trip to cover you for any unforseen 
circumstances that may arise before or during the trip.  If you would like a quote or further information regarding travel insurance for your trip, 
please contact our office and we will forward the relevant information to you. 
 

Emergency Contact (Person to contact should there be an emergency while you are overseas) 

Complete Name:     Relationship:    

Street Address:    

Suburb:     State:     Postcode:    

Home Tel:     Work Tel:    Mobile No:    

 

Opulent Journeys Pty Ltd trading as Opulent Journeys   ABN 95 603 945 982 

Booking Form 



Payment options: 
1). Cheque/Money - Enclosed is a cheque / money order made payable to Opulent Journeys, which acts as a deposit for the tour. 
 
2) Credit Card- Visa / MasterCard / American Express 

Please call our office with your credit card details -1300 219 885 or compete the information below. 

Card No:        Expiry Date:    /  

Cardholder’s name:    

Card Holders Signature:        Date:    / /  

 
(Please note that payments by credit card will be subject to a Merchant Administration Fee as follows: 

1.5% for Visa / MasterCard, 3.3% for American Express) 

 

3) Direct Deposit into the Opulent Journeys bank Account. 

 Bank: Westpac Account Name:  Opulent Journeys 

 Bank BSB: 032 000 Account Number: 902713 
 

Please list the payment description as per the following for Direct Deposits:   

Reference: Your surname.  This will assist our office in locating your payment when we receive your completed booking form.  
 

 
 

DEPOSIT AND FINAL PAYMENT 
The deposit of $1,000.00 per person is accepted as a first instalment of 
the tour cost and will be used to secure your place on the tour. It will be 
fully refunded if the arrangements cannot be confirmed or the tour is 
cancelled.  A detailed invoice is sent out to all passengers booked on the 
tour, approximately two weeks prior to due date of the final payment.  
Final payment for the tour needs to be received 60 days prior to tour 
departure. 
 

CANCELLATION AND REFUNDS 
If it is necessary to cancel your booking, cancellations must be received 
in writing and the following scale of cancellation charges will be applied, 
per person. 
Days of notice prior to departure: Cancellation Charge 
Over 60 days $250.00 – Administration Fee 
59-30 days 25% of the tour cost 
29-11 days 50% of the tour cost 
10 days or less 100% of the tour cost 
 

No refund is available for cancellation after commencement of tour or for 
any service not used. 
 

FORCED CANCELLATION 
In the event that, due to failure to reach a minimum number of tour 
participants (excluding the tour leader), it is necessary to cancel the tour, 
you will receive a full refund of your deposit.  If it is necessary to cancel 
the tour, we will advise you not less than 60 days prior to the tour 
departure. 
 

PASSPORT AND VISAS 
It is the traveller’s responsibility to ensure that they posses the necessary 
travel documentation for the tour, such as a valid passport and any required 
visas. In general a passport should be valid at least 6 months beyond the 
end of your journey and have two clear pages for each country to be visited 
to allow for entry and exit stamps en-route or for any visas applicable for 
countries in your journey.  At the time of making your booking you will be 
given information about any visas that may be required for the tour. 
 

PRICES 
Tour prices stated on the flyer have been calculated on the basis of 
exchange rates and tariffs valid at time of print and are subject to change up 
until the date of departure.  Should you decide to cancel your tour on the 
basis of a change of price, then normal cancellation charges will apply. 

 

OPULENT JOURNEYS 
Suite 406, 147 King Street, Sydney NSW 2000 

GPO BOX 4389, Sydney NSW 2001 
Phone:  (02) 9221 0016 / 1300 219 885   Fax:  (02) 9221 0333 

E-mail: enquiries@opulentjourneys.com.au 
Visit our website: www.opulentjourneys.com.au 

 

RESPONSIBILITY 
OPULENT JOURNEYS  Pty Ltd trading as Opulent Journeys and/or its 
associated Companies or Agents, act only in the capacity of agents for the 
passenger in all matters of transportation, tour operation and other services.   
The company itself is not a carrier or hotelier, nor do we own aircraft, hotels or 
coaches.  We exercise every care in the selection of reputable airlines, coach 
operator, hotels and other suppliers or the various travel services which are used 
in the tour. Opulent Journeys Pty Ltd and/or its associated Companies or Agents 
assume no responsibility for loss, injury, accident, delay or damage or irregularity 
that may be caused to person or property, however caused or arising before 
commencement and/or during any tour under its management, sponsorship, 
procurement or otherwise. It is the responsibility of the passenger to make sure 
he/she is in possession of the proper visas and other travel documents and 
those they are in compliance with current government and transportation 
companies’ regulations.  The right is reserved to modify the itinerary in any way 
considered necessary or desirable, or to change any reservation, hotel feature 
and/or means conveyance, without allowance or refund but the extra cost, if any 
resulting there from, must be paid by the passenger.  The right is also reserved 
to cancel or withdraw any tour, to replace any tour leader with another, to cancel 
or withdraw any booking made for a passenger, or to decline to accept any 
person as a member of a tour.  The transportation companies or firms shall be 
exempt from all liabilities in respect of any detention, delay, loss, damage, 
sickness or injury however and by whomsoever caused and of whatever kind 
occurring of or to the passenger at any time when the passenger is not on board 
a carrier or conveyance used or operated by the transportation companies or 
firms.  The contract of passage in use by the transportation companies or firms 
concerned shall constitute the sole contract between transportation companies 
or firms, and the purchase of these tours and/or passenger.  All tickets, deposit 
tickets, coupons or orders are furnished and issued subject in all respects to 
those terms and conditions under which the means of transportation or other 
services provided there by are offered or supplied by owners, public carriers, or 
managing agents.  The issuance and acceptance of receipts, tickets, vouchers, 
coupons, or exchange orders shall be deemed consent to the above conditions.  
The tour is based on flights as detailed in the itinerary, however any other IATA 
or non-IATA carrier may be used for tour co-ordination. 
 

I have read and understand the Responsibility section and Booking 
Conditions as set out on this page of this form and accept them on 
behalf of myself and my party.  I declare that I/they are not 
travelling against any medical advice. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Signature:        / /  

mailto:enquiries@opulentjourneys.com
http://www.opulentjourneys.com/


 

 For further information please contact Opulent Journeys:  

1300 219 885 

Email: enquiries@opulentjourneys.com.au 

opulentjourneys.com.au 

mailto:enquiries@opulentjourneys.com.au
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